Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Alzheimer's disease {#Sec2}
-------------------

Dementia is a disorder of cognitive abilities that has increasing prevalence with age. Alzheimer's disease (AD) is estimated to account for 60--80 % of dementia cases; hybrid forms with other dementia types occur frequently (Schmidt et al. [@CR66]; Jellinger [@CR39]). AD is a progressive brain disorder that is associated with neuronal cell loss and the development of neurofibrillary tangles and cortical amyloid plaques, e.g., in the hippocampus (Braak et al. [@CR11]). Additionally, alterations in transmitter-specific markers including forebrain cholinergic systems are prevalent in AD (McKhann et al. [@CR57]). Cognitive deficits include impairment of learning and memory, semantic difficulties, deficits in judgement, abstract or logical reasoning, planning and organizing, and, in the late stage of AD, impaired motor functions including chewing and swallowing. As from AD diagnosis, the average survival time ranges from 5 to 8 years (Jeong [@CR40]; Bracco et al. [@CR12]). Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the structural cerebral changes that occur in advanced AD.Fig. 1Cerebral slice of a healthy brain and a brain in advanced AD: in AD, shrinkage is especially severe in the hippocampus and ventricles (fluid-filled spaces within the brain) grow larger. Image credit: 2014 Alzheimer's Association. <http://www.alz.org>. All rights reserved. Illustrations by Stacy Jannis

In Europe, approximately 10.93 million individuals suffered from any form of dementia in 2013. This incidence rate was estimated to increase to 20.75 million by 2050 (Alzheimer's Disease International [@CR6]). On a global scale, the organization Alzheimer's Disease International projected the number of dementia cases to increase from 44.35 million in 2013 to 135.46 million by 2050 (Alzheimer's Disease International [@CR6]). Assuming a prevalence rate of 70 % of AD-caused dementia, the incidence rate of AD would hereby increase from approximately 31 million in 2013 to approximately 95 million by 2050.

Cognitive decline caused by AD entails both severe social and economic consequences (Alzheimer's Disease International [@CR4]; World Health Organization and Alzheimer's Disease International [@CR80]). An early diagnosis of the disease is the basis for medical treatment, caregiving, and consultation (Schmidt et al. [@CR66]; Alzheimer's Disease International [@CR5]). Up to this moment, there is no definite in vivo diagnosis of AD; the disease is classified either as possible or probable AD according to well-defined criteria (McKhann et al. [@CR57]). In clinical practice, obligatory screening for AD includes the assessment of the neurological, internistic, and psychiatric status, neuropsychological tests, a complete blood count, and cerebral magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Additionally, clinical studies suggest genotyping, liquor analysis, serology, imaging procedures such as positron emission tomography (PET) and functional MRI, as well as the electroencephalogram (EEG) as diagnostic supplements (Schmidt et al. [@CR66]; Laske et al. [@CR50]).

EEG synchrony in AD patients {#Sec3}
----------------------------

One of the major EEG changes that have been reported in AD are perturbations of EEG synchrony (cf. Jeong [@CR40]; Dauwels et al. [@CR17] for recent reviews). Several studies have analyzed group differences of resting-state EEG synchrony between AD patients, subjects with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), and normal elderly controls: Pearson correlation coefficients were analyzed in Dauwels et al. ([@CR17]), coherences in Locatelli et al. ([@CR54]), Wada et al. ([@CR74]), Anghinah et al. ([@CR7]), Stevens et al. ([@CR72]), Adler et al. ([@CR1])[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}, van der Hiele et al. ([@CR32]), Jelles et al. ([@CR38]), Akrofi et al. ([@CR3]), and Dauwels et al. ([@CR17]), partial coherences in Dauwels et al. ([@CR17]), Granger causalities and directed transfer functions in Dauwels et al. ([@CR17]) and Babiloni et al. ([@CR9]), information-theoretic measures such as mutual information in Jeong et al. ([@CR41]), Wan et al. ([@CR76]), and Dauwels et al. ([@CR17]), phase synchrony measures in Stam et al. ([@CR70]), Pijnenburg et al. ([@CR64]), Stam et al. ([@CR71]), Kramer et al. ([@CR49]), Stam et al. ([@CR69]), Park et al. ([@CR62]), Pijnenburg et al. ([@CR65]), and Dauwels et al. ([@CR17]), and stochastic event synchrony in Dauwels et al. ([@CR18]) and Dauwels et al. ([@CR17]). Most of these studies have suggested a decrease of resting-state EEG synchrony for AD patients as compared to the controls. Additionally, some studies have investigated group differences of EEG synchrony during cognitive tasks (coherences in Hogan et al. [@CR33]; Jiang [@CR44]; Jiang and Zheng [@CR45]; Hidasi et al. [@CR31]; van der Hiele et al. [@CR32]; Güntekin et al. [@CR29], and synchronization likelihood in Pijnenburg et al. [@CR64]) or during photic stimulation (coherences in Wada et al. ([@CR74]), Kikuchi et al. ([@CR48]) and Jiang ([@CR43])). Especially during working memory tasks, increased EEG synchronies have been reported for MCI subjects (and in a few cases also for AD patients) as compared to the controls (cf. Jiang [@CR44]; Jiang and Zheng [@CR45]). This phenomenon has been attributed to compensatory mechanisms of the brain (Dauwels et al. [@CR19]; Smith et al. [@CR68]).

However, there have been only few studies that correlate EEG synchrony measures with AD severity as measured by neuropsychological tests. Studies investigating coherences have reported no significant correlations with the neuropsychological test results, neither in resting state (Adler et al. [@CR1]; Kikuchi et al. [@CR48]) nor during a working memory task (Kikuchi et al. [@CR48]). There have been several studies finding significant correlations between neuropsychological test results and synchronization likelihood (Stam et al. [@CR70]; Pijnenburg et al. [@CR64]; Babiloni et al. [@CR8]), as well as between test results and global field synchronization (Park et al. [@CR62]).

About this study {#Sec4}
----------------

The purpose of this study was to derive markers for EEG synchrony from the (multivariate) spectral density and information theory. We investigated whether these markers correlated with AD severity as measured by a neuropsychological test score. Hereby, quadratic synchrony courses were analyzed in order to take compensatory cerebral mechanisms into account. In contrast to most studies, we investigated synchrony not between single EEG channels but between channel groups to gain more robust EEG markers. The study was conducted within a project (No. 827462) funded by a Grant from the Austrian Research Promotion Agency FFG. It has been approved by the ethics committees of the Medical Universities of Graz, Innsbruck and Vienna, and by the ethics committee of Upper Austria.

This paper has been organized in the following way: Sect. [2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} is concerned with the materials and methods applied in this study. We describe the sample data, the EEG preprocessing procedure, the markers for EEG synchrony, the estimation of common factors for synchrony, and the methods for analyzing their changes with progressing AD. Section [3](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"} provides the study results. Finally, Sect. [4](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"} discusses the findings and provides concluding remarks.

Materials and methods {#Sec5}
=====================

Study subjects {#Sec6}
--------------

The study sample consisted of 79 subjects (50 female, 29 male) diagnosed with probable AD according to NINCDS-ADRDA criteria (McKhann et al. [@CR57]). All subjects were participants in the multi-centric cohort study Prospective Dementia Registry Austria (PRODEM-Austria) of the Austrian Alzheimer Society. Enrollment criteria included the availability of a caregiver, written informed consent of each participant and caregiver, as well as the absence of co-morbidities affecting the conduction of the study. Clinical assessments---including EEG recordings---were conducted at the Medical Universities of Graz, Innsbruck, Vienna, and the General Hospital Linz, each of them complying with a homogeneous study protocol. The subjects were aged between 52 and 88 years (mean = 73.57, standard deviation = 9.22) with a duration of probable AD ranging from 2 to 120 months (mean = 25.54, standard deviation = 22.08). Additionally, each subject's highest completed level of education was classified on a scale of 1 (primary school) to 6 (tertiary institution). Cognitive deficits were evaluated by Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) on a scale of 0--30 with lower scores indicating more severe cognitive impairment (Folstein et al. [@CR24]). The study subjects reached MMSE scores between 15 and 26 (mean = 22, standard deviation = 3.16).

EEG recordings {#Sec7}
--------------

EEG data were recorded from 19 gold cup electrodes placed according to the International 10--20 system (Jasper [@CR37]). Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the electrode placement on the scalp. Connected mastoids were used as reference and the ground electrode was located between channels FZ and CZ. Additionally, both horizontal and vertical electrooculogram (EOG) channels were recorded by electrodes placed above/below the left eye and at the outer corners of both eyes. A wrist clip electrode acquired an electrocardiogram (ECG) channel. The signals were amplified, band-pass (0.3--70 Hz), and notch (50 Hz) filtered by an *AlphaEEG* amplifier (alpha trace medical systems) and digitized at 256 Hz with a resolution of 16 bits. Impedances were kept below 10 k$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega $$\end{document}$. All four recording sites used identical equipment and software settings for the EEG recordings.Fig. 2Electrode placement on the scalp as seen from above (Int. 10--20 system)

All EEG recording were conducted in accordance with a clinically predefined paradigm consisting of two parts: initially, the subjects were positioned upright in armchairs with integrated neck support in a resting but awake condition with closed eyes (180 s). This was followed by a cognitive task with open eyes where subjects were asked to memorize and recall faces and corresponding names shown on a screen (130 s). This visual-verbal memory test was designed by neurologists especially for dementia patients, as episodic memory and processing of complex stimuli are among the earliest and most frequently impaired cognitive functions in AD. Throughout this work, the recording stages are referred to as resting phase and active phase.

EEG preprocessing {#Sec8}
-----------------

EEG recordings can be corrupted by electrical signals of non-neuronal origin. These so-called artifacts have either physiological or technical sources. Physiological sources include eye movements and blinking, muscular tension, movement, transpiration, cardiac activity, and talking. Technical artifacts are caused by spurious noise from electronic devices, induction from the mains supply (at 50 or 60 Hz), or poor electrode contacts. EEG preprocessing aims at removing these artifacts and obtaining "pure" neuronal signals. In this study, we applied the following preprocessing steps:

*Pre-selection* At first, EEG segments corrupted by non-removable artifacts, e.g., from poor electrode contacts, were visually identified and excluded from further analyses. On average, 10 % of the resting phase and 35 % of the active phase were excluded, thus leaving an average of 162 s of the resting phase and 84 s of the active phase for our analyses.

*High-pass filtering* The remaining EEG, EOG, and ECG signals were then digitally high-pass filtered using a stable, direct-form finite impulse response (FIR) filter with linear phase, order 340[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} and a border frequency of 2 Hz. Here any non-neuronal trends and low-frequency artifacts---e.g., from transpiration---were removed from the signals.

*Removing cardiac artifacts* Next, artifacts originating from cardiac activity were approached. These artifacts appear---mostly in multiple EEG channels---as near-periodic spikes, affecting the EEG signals in a broad frequency range due to their non-sinusoidal waveform and the resulting harmonics. The cardiac artifacts were removed by applying the so-called modified Pan-Tompkins algorithm that makes use of the ECG signal for detecting the locations of the cardiac spikes (Waser and Garn [@CR77]).

*Removing ocular artifacts* Eye-induced artifacts from blinking and ocular movements affect the EEG mostly in the frequency range below 10 Hz. These artifacts occur most prominently in the frontal and fronto-temporal EEG channels, and in several cases also in central and even parietal EEG channels. The eye-induced artifacts were removed by utilizing the EOG channels that captured blinking and ocular movements. However, the EOG channels recorded high-frequency neuronal activities as well; hence, the EOG signals were subject to prior low-pass filtering using a stable, direct-form FIR filter with linear phase, order 340 and a border frequency of 12  Hz. Since no dynamic dependences between EOG and EEG were observed, eye-induced artifacts could be removed by applying static linear regression of each EEG signal on the EOG signals.

*Low-pass filtering* Finally, the EEG signals were digitally low-pass filtered using a stable, direct-form FIR filter with linear phase, order 340 and border frequency 15 Hz. In this way, high-frequency artifacts, e.g., from muscle tension, were removed from the EEG. The border frequency of 15 Hz was determined due to the observation that muscular induced artifacts altered the EEG signals from 15 Hz upwards. This is demonstrated in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} that shows typical EEG segments of an artifact-corrupted channel T7 (red) and an artifact-free channel CZ (blue) both in time and frequency domain. The artifacts in T7 alter the spectral density in a broad frequency range, here illustrated by the red area. For the benefit of minimizing the presence of artifacts in the preprocessed EEG, the comparably low border frequency of 15 Hz was thus accepted.Fig. 3Comparison of an artifact-corrupted channel T7 (*red*) and an artifact-free channel CZ (*blue*) both in time and frequency domain. Muscular induced artifacts altered T7 in a broad frequency range, here illustrated by the *red area*

*Segmentation* In general, brain dynamics and, consequently, EEG signals are non-stationary (Kaplan et al. [@CR47]). However, since this study's methods rely on (wide-sense) stationarity of the signals, i.e., a certain invariance of the first and second moments with respect to time, the EEG was divided in "quasi-stationary" 4-s segments with a 2-s overlap. The length of 4 s was the maximum length where EEG segments were still stationary as verified by an augmented Dickey--Fuller test (Dickey and Fuller [@CR21]). All further analyses were carried out on each of these artifact-corrected and band-pass filtered (2--15 Hz) 4-s EEG segments.

EEG in a stochastic framework {#Sec9}
-----------------------------

Each EEG segment was interpreted as part of a trajectory of a real-valued stationary stochastic process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Dynamic canonical correlation* Brillinger introduced dynamic canonical correlation analysis as a generalization of the original time-static version in Brillinger ([@CR13]). The dynamic canonical correlation coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Cross-mutual information* The previous concepts aim at measuring linear dependences only. However, the complexity of neuronal processes may suggest the implementation of markers for non-linear synchrony. Shannon and Weaver introduced the concept of cross-mutual information for measuring the information content transmitted between two systems in Shannon and Weaver ([@CR67]). The cross-mutual information between two discrete random variables *X* and *Y* measures the amount of information that can be obtained about one random variable by observing the other random variable. It is defined as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Computation of EEG synchrony markers {#Sec10}
------------------------------------

The presented concepts were employed for the computation of EEG synchrony markers. Since single EEG channels are---despite EEG preprocessing---prone to disturbances, we arranged the EEG channels into clusters and analyzed the synchrony between these clusters in order to obtain more robust results. The following five clusters were defined (cf. Dauwels et al. [@CR19]; Waser et al. [@CR79]): Anterior (FP1, FP2, F3, F4), Temporal/Left (F7, T7, P7), Central (FZ, C3, CZ, C4, PZ), Temporal/Right (F8, T8, P8), and Posterior (P3, P4, O1, O2). Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of these clusters on the scalp. Fig. 4Distribution of EEG clusters (cf. Dauwels et al. [@CR19]): Anterior (*yellow*), temporal/left (*green*), Central (*red*), temporal/right (*blue*), and Posterior (*cyan*) In our 19-channel recording framework, this clustering reflects roughly the position of the big cerebral lobes. For each cluster, we conducted principal component analysis (PCA) and investigated the synchrony between the principal components (PC) of two clusters under consideration. To be more precise, we investigated synchrony between the first two PCs of one cluster and the first two PCs of another cluster, since the first two PCs together accounted for over 90 % of the variability in the respective channel data. We then used the PC combination where the synchrony marker related the most (in terms of coefficient of determination $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2$$\end{document}$) with MMSE scores. This was done for all ten cluster combinations (cf. Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the described approach by taking the example of synchrony between the Anterior (yellow) and Posterior (cyan) clusters. The red arrows indicate the measurement of synchrony. The idea of using the first two PCs was to use only the "main" information common to all channels of a cluster in order to be robust against irregularities in single EEG channels. This method has already been demonstrated in Garn et al. ([@CR26], [@CR25]); Waser et al. [@CR78]). Static and dynamic canonical correlations were calculated directly between the clusters without previous PCA (Waser et al. [@CR79]). A more common approach than our PCA method is the computation of marker averages between each channel of one cluster and each channel of another cluster (c.f. Dauwels et al. [@CR19]), which is best suited for high-density EEG recordings. For EEG recordings with a low number of channels and, hence, only few marker values, averaging could be misleading if there were irregularities in one or more EEG channels. However, we also computed averages in order to compare the performance of our PCA approach with this more commonly used technique.Fig. 5Diagram of synchrony analysis between Anterior (*yellow*) and Posterior (*cyan*) clusters: Step 1: PCA is performed for each cluster; Step 2: Each synchrony marker (indicated by *red arrows*) is calculated between the first two PCs of the Anterior cluster and the first two PCs of the Posterior cluster; Step 3: Maximize correlation between synchrony marker and MMSE in terms of coefficient of determination $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We estimated the spectral density by using an indirect estimation procedure. The sample covariance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widehat{\gamma }$$\end{document}$ for higher lags. The tapering was employed to reduce the leakage effect and to construct a consistent spectral estimate (Tukey [@CR73]). We used a Parzen window in order to ensure a positive semi-definite estimate of the spectral density (Parzen [@CR63]). The tapered sample covariances were then Fourier transformed, resulting in the estimate$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c=255$$\end{document}$ visually by window closing (Tukey [@CR73]), aiming at a smooth spectral estimator that still displayed characteristic spectral peaks such as the individual alpha frequency during resting phases.
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                \begin{document}$$\widehat{f}$$\end{document}$ by using the definitions ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}). In order to study ordinary and conditional Granger causality, estimates $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widehat{A}(s)$$\end{document}$ for the AR-coefficients were obtained by solving the Yule--Walker equations (Yule [@CR82]; Walker [@CR75]). The model order was decided by the Akaike information criterion (Akaike [@CR2]). The "degree" of (conditional) Granger causality between cluster *i* and *j* was then determined by using the Euclidean norm of all $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\widehat{f}$$\end{document}$ by using ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) and ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}), respectively. We employed the Euclidean norm of these canonical correlation coefficients as synchrony marker. For the cross-mutual information, joint and marginal probability distribution functions were estimated from the joint data histogram with a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$10\times 10$$\end{document}$ grid of bins. We used the normalized version of the cross-mutual information that was introduced in Maes et al. ([@CR55]).

Markers for Granger causality, conditional Granger causality, canonical correlation, and cross-mutual information were computed in time domain, whereas markers for coherence, partial coherence, phase shift, and dynamic canonical correlation were computed in frequency domain at each frequency and averaged over the frequencies within four bands: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta _0$$\end{document}$ from 13 to 15 Hz. Since different EEG frequencies correspond to different cognitive states, dividing them in bands is a well-established procedure in EEG analysis (cf. Jeong [@CR40]). Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the EEG synchrony markers (with a shorter notation) that were applied in this study, and the type of synchrony they describe.Table 1EEG markers and their synchrony characteristicsEEG markersSynchrony characteristicsCoherence *C*Linear, symmetric, direct and indirect, bivariatePartial coherence pCLinear, symmetric, direct, bivariatePhase shift $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n\Phi $$\end{document}$Linear, symmetric, direct and indirect, bivariateGranger causality *G*Linear, asymmetric, direct and indirect, bivariateConditional granger causality cGLinear, asymmetric, direct, bivariateCanonical correlation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\rho ^c$$\end{document}$Linear, symmetric, direct and indirect, multivariateDynamic canonical correlation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d\rho ^c$$\end{document}$Linear, symmetric, direct and indirect, multivariateCross-mutual information cMINon-linear, symmetric, direct and indirect, bivariate

EEG synchrony versus AD severity {#Sec11}
--------------------------------

We analyzed the change of the EEG synchrony markers in the course of AD with quadratic ordinary least squares regression models. In these models, the MMSE score---as a measure for AD severity---was employed as independent variable and each EEG marker as respective dependent variable. Quadratic model functions were used since non-monotonic changes of EEG synchrony due to compensatory neuronal mechanisms have been reported (cf. Park et al. [@CR62]; Smith et al. [@CR68]). The subjects' age, sex, AD duration, and highest level of completed education were introduced as co-variables. Hereby, age and AD duration were introduced via both linear and quadratic terms. The significance of the regression models was evaluated by Fisher's *F*-test ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p<0.05$$\end{document}$). The goodness of fit was quantified by the coefficient of determination $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2$$\end{document}$. Since several hypotheses were tested on the same sample data, we employed Bonferroni post-correction to control the familywise error rate (cf. Hsu [@CR35]). Thereby, since we computed 8 different EEG markers, the significance level was adjusted from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p=\frac{0.05}{8}=0.00625$$\end{document}$. This rather strict correction method was used in order to rule out any spurious testing effects.

Common factors for EEG synchrony {#Sec12}
--------------------------------

Since several of the presented EEG synchrony markers are closely related to each other, they could be reflecting the behavior of a small number of unobserved synchrony factors. We used a maximum likelihood approach for estimating these common factors as proposed by Lawley ([@CR51]). In order to interpret the factor model, we rotated the factors based on the oblimin criterion, which is a standard method for optimizing the rotation that allows the factors to be oblique (i.e., correlated) (Carroll [@CR14]). In the same way as described in Sect. [2.6](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, quadratic regression with factor scores as dependent variable, MMSE as independent variable and age, sex, AD duration, and highest level of completed education as co-variables was applied for estimating the relation between the synchrony factors and AD severity.

Results {#Sec13}
=======

In recapitulation, the following 8 EEG markers were analyzed in a resting and a cognitively active phase: coherence *C*, partial coherence *pC*, phase shift $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d\rho ^c$$\end{document}$ ,and cross-mutual information *cMI*. Each marker was computed between each of the EEG clusters (cf. Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}): Anterior-Central (A-C), Anterior-Posterior (A-P), Anterior-Temporal/Left (A-TL), Anterior-Temporal/Right (A-TR), Central-Posterior (C-P), Central-Temporal/Left (C-TL), Central-Temporal/Right (C-TR), Posterior-Temporal/Left (P-TL), Posterior-Temporal/Right (P-TR), and Temporal/Left-Temporal/Right (TL-TR). The direction of the asymmetric Granger causality measures *G* and *cG* will be indicated by arrows "$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2$$\end{document}$ were determined. Additionally, common factor analysis was applied in order to determine the behavior of unobserved underlying synchrony changes.

Resting phase {#Sec14}
-------------

*EEG markers versus MMSE scores* In the resting phase, coherences were significantly related with MMSE scores for several cluster pairs, most prominently between A-TL ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Common factors for EEG synchrony* Several of the presented EEG synchrony markers are based on similar concepts. We analyzed whether this conceptual similarity was reflected by the results or, in other words, how the EEG markers correlated with each other. Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the Pearson correlation coefficients of the synchrony markers with each other between A-TL in the resting phase as gray color image. Each image pixel corresponds to a pair of synchrony measures. Bright gray pixels correspond to a positive correlation close to 1 and dark gray pixels correspond to a negative correlation close to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$-1$$\end{document}$. In this example, interesting correlation patterns were observed. Non-surprisingly, coherences and partial coherences were positively correlated to each other. In addition, positive relation of these measures with Granger causalities was observed. The marker for phase shift, however, was negatively correlated with the coherence measures. Canonical correlations, dynamic canonical correlations, and the cross-mutual information marker were only weakly correlated with each other and the other measures.Fig. 8Relation between EEG synchrony markers between A-TL in the resting phase: correlation coefficients as *gray color* image

These correlation patterns could be reflecting the behavior of a low number of unobserved synchrony factors. We estimated these common factors by a maximum likelihood approach and rotated them by using an oblique promax rotation based on the oblimin criterion. Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows a biplot of the first two common factors for synchrony between A-TL in the resting phase. The abscissa corresponds to the first factor and the ordinate to the second factor. Although the coordinate axes are shown as orthogonal lines, the factors are correlated with each other (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.312). The lines represent the observed synchrony markers and their magnitude and sign illustrate how each marker is represented in terms of the common factors. Here the coherences *C*, partial coherences *pC*, Granger causalities *G*, conditional Granger causalities *cG* (in direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\leftarrow $$\end{document}$) cannot be conclusively assigned to one of the factors.Fig. 9Biplot of the first two factors for synchrony between A-TL in the resting phase: the factors were estimated via ML estimation and rotated with an oblique promax rotation. Each *blue line* corresponds to the loadings of an EEG marker

In the context of this study, the next logical step was to investigate how these common factors were related to AD severity. Therefore, we applied the same quadratic regression procedure as for the synchrony markers to each common factor. In the resting phase, the first factors displayed the strongest relation (measured in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2=0.271$$\end{document}$). Figure [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows a scatter plot of the first common factor between A-TL. As before, each blue dot represents the factor value for one patient on the ordinate at the corresponding MMSE score on the abscissa. Points further to the right correspond to more severe cognitive deficits. The red line illustrates the quadratic regression function that was fitted to the data ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Active phase {#Sec15}
------------

*EEG markers versus MMSE scores* In the active phase, coherences were strongly related to MMSE scores between C-TL with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Common factors for EEG synchrony* Next, we analyzed how these EEG markers were related to each other with the objective of identifying synchrony patterns. Figure [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} shows the Pearson correlation coefficients of the markers with each other between C-TL in the active phase as gray color image. Each image pixel corresponds to a pair of synchrony measures. Bright gray pixels correspond to a positive correlation close to 1 and dark gray pixels correspond to a negative correlation close to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These synchrony patterns in the active phase are represented in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"} as well, where a biplot of the first two common factors between C-TL is shown. The abscissa corresponds to the first factor and the ordinate to the second factor. The factors are weakly correlated with each other (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.077). The lines represent the observed synchrony markers and their magnitude and sign illustrate how each marker is represented in terms of the common factors. Here the coherences *C*, Granger causalities *G*, conditional Granger causalities *cG* (in direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta _0$$\end{document}$.Fig. 14Biplot of the first two factors for synchrony between C-TL in the active phase: the factors were estimated via ML estimation and rotated with an oblique promax rotation. Each *blue line* corresponds to the loadings of an EEG marker

The first common factor showed the most significant relations with MMSE scores in the active phase as well. The highest coefficients of determination were observed between C-TL ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2=0.302$$\end{document}$). On the left side, Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"} shows a scatter plot of the first common factor between C-TL. As before, each blue dot represents the factor value for one patient on the ordinate at the corresponding MMSE score on the abscissa. Points further to the right correspond to more severe cognitive deficits. The red line illustrates the quadratic regression function that was fitted to the data ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison: PCA approach versus averaging {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------

We computed synchrony between the electrode clusters by computing it between their first and second PCs. A more common approach is the computation of marker averages between each channel of one cluster and each channel of another cluster. We therefore computed averages as well in order to compare the performance of our PCA approach with this more commonly used technique. In the resting phase, a similar performance of the two methods was observed. The averaging technique reached several $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion and conclusion {#Sec17}
=========================

Summary {#Sec18}
-------

We analyzed and compared different EEG synchrony markers in AD patients both in a resting and a cognitively active state and how these markers changed with AD severity as measured by MMSE scores. During the resting phase, synchrony between Anterior-Temporal/Left, Posterior-Temporal/Left and Posterior-Temporal/Right EEG channel groups was most significantly related with AD severity. Here coherences, partial coherences, phase shift, Granger causalities, conditional Granger causalities, and the cross-mutual information reached $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2$$\end{document}$ values greater than 0.3 and up to 0.386. None or only weak relations with MMSE scores were observed for static and dynamic canonical correlations, respectively. The relations between the EEG markers and AD severity were, in most cases, of non-monotonic nature with a slight increase for MMSE scores from 26 to 21, and a decrease below. During the cognitively active phase, the different synchrony markers corresponded better to the spacial cluster distribution: coherences and canonical correlations related significantly with MMSE scores between Central-Temporal/Left, partial coherences between Anterior-Central, the phase shift between Central-Posterior, and Granger causalities, conditional Granger causalities, and the cross-mutual information between several channel groups. The relations were stronger than in the resting phase, reaching $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The analysis of the dependencies between the EEG synchrony markers revealed correlation patterns that were further investigated by common factor analysis. Factors were estimated by a maximum likelihood approach and oblique promax rotation. During the resting phase, coherences, partial coherences, ordinary and conditional (in direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$ contributed positively to the first factor, whereas the phase shift in the remaining frequency bands contributed in a negative way. The second factor represented static and dynamic canonical correlations and, more weakly, the cross-mutual information. The first factor was most significantly related with MMSE scores between Anterior-Temporal/Left ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison to state-of-the-art {#Sec19}
------------------------------

The concepts of this work are, on first sight, similar to those of Dauwels et al. ([@CR19]), Garn et al. ([@CR26]) and Garn et al. ([@CR25]). In Dauwels et al. ([@CR19]), various EEG synchrony markers were used to distinguish patients suffering from mild cognitive impairment from age-matched control subjects. We used a different set of connectivity measures including conditional Granger causalities, static and dynamic canonical correlations. Whereas in (Dauwels et al. [@CR19]), the synchrony markers were used for assigning subjects to one of two groups, we addressed synchrony trends with cognitive decline as measured by neuropsychological test scores. In Dauwels et al. ([@CR19]), 9 families of measures were observed by calculating the correlation coefficient between all pairs of spatially averaged synchrony measures. In this study, 3 families of resting phase measures \[(1) (partial) coherences, Granger causalities; (2) phase shift, conditional Granger causalities; (3) (dynamic) canonical correlations, cross-mutual information\] and 3 families of active phase measures \[(1) coherences, Granger causalities, (dynamic) canonical correlations, cross-mutual information; (2) partial coherences, phase shift; (3) conditional Granger causalities) were identified. These findings differ from the measures of the families described in Dauwels et al. ([@CR19]). However, in order to directly compare these findings, the same set of measures would have to be computed for the same electrodes. The cognitive task during EEG recording is another aspect that separates this study from Dauwels et al. ([@CR19]), where the analysis of resting-state EEG was addressed. Finally, the estimation of common synchrony factors and relating them with AD severity separates the study approaches. Thus, on closer consideration, the perspectives of both studies differ in several aspects. In Garn et al. ([@CR26]), different EEG markers were used to describe major changes in the EEG of AD patients: relative spectral power in different frequency bands as markers for slowing, auto-mutual information and entropy as measures for reduced signal complexity, and, finally, coherences, Granger causalities, and canonical correlations as connectivity measures. In Garn et al. ([@CR25]), relative band powers, coherences, and auto-mutual information were applied to investigate whether memory paradigms during EEG recordings could improve the accuracy of diagnosing cognitive deficits. As compared to Garn et al. ([@CR26]) and Garn et al. ([@CR25]), this work provides a structured analysis of markers for EEG synchrony and the correlation patterns that they describe. A larger set of connectivity measures was applied including partial coherences, the phase shift, dynamic canonical correlations, and cross-mutual information. The focus on the comparison and combination of these measures introduced a novel perspective and new insights into the relation of EEG synchrony and AD severity. The analysis of oblique common synchrony factors that correspond to certain connectivity measures offered an alternative approach for studying connectivity in the EEG.

Other than that, there is only a small number of studies that are directly comparable to this work since most studies compare groups (e.g., healthy controls versus AD patients) instead of correlating EEG synchrony markers with AD severity. However, a major share of these group comparisons suggested a decrease of EEG synchrony in resting state (e.g., Dauwels et al. [@CR17]; Locatelli et al. [@CR54]; Wada et al. [@CR74]; Anghinah et al. [@CR7]; Adler et al. [@CR1]; Jelles et al. [@CR38]; Babiloni et al. [@CR9]; Wan et al. [@CR76]; Stam et al. [@CR70]; Pijnenburg et al. [@CR64]; Kramer et al. [@CR49]), and an increase during cognitive tasks for MCI and in few cases also for AD patients as compared to controls (e.g., Jiang [@CR44]; Jiang and Zheng [@CR45]). This increase was attributed to compensatory mechanisms in the brain (cf. Dauwels et al. ([@CR19]); Smith et al. [@CR68])). These synchrony changes were mostly reported for the left hemisphere, often between temporal and parietal, or temporal and central EEG sites. The mainly applied synchrony measures were coherences and, in more recent studies, non-linear measures originating from information theory. Studies that are directly comparable to this work reported no significant correlations between the degree of AD and coherences, neither in resting state (Adler et al. [@CR1]; Kikuchi et al. [@CR48]) nor during a working memory task (Kikuchi et al. ([@CR48])). However, significant correlations were observed between the degree of AD and synchronization likelihood (Stam et al. [@CR70]; Pijnenburg et al. [@CR64]; Babiloni et al. [@CR8]), and global field synchronization (Park et al. [@CR62]), respectively.

We observed a synchrony increase in initial stages and a decrease in later stages of AD for most EEG markers and for the first common factors. This initial increase may be attributed to the same compensatory mechanisms in the brain that have been reported in Dauwels et al. ([@CR19]), Park et al. ([@CR62]) and Smith et al. ([@CR68]). This phenomenon was most prominent during the cognitively active phase. In contrast to Adler et al. ([@CR1]) and Kikuchi et al. ([@CR48]), we observed significant changes of coherences during the active phase. This may be due to the applied quadratic regression that allowed to model ambiguous trends as well. The most significant changes of coherences were observed between Central-Temporal/Left; these findings correspond to the majority of group studies mentioned.

Apart from EEG synchrony markers, there is a large number of studies using markers for EEG slowing and reduced EEG complexity (c.f. Jeong [@CR40]; Dauwels et al. [@CR17]; Garn et al. [@CR26]). Especially the relative spectral power in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$-frequency bands has been studied extensively in the context of AD. The aim of this work was to provide a detailed overview of EEG synchrony changes in AD; including additional slowing measures would have gone beyond the scope of this study. However, they have been reported for the same 79 AD subjects in Garn et al. ([@CR26]). A highly significant slowing of the EEG was observed especially in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Strengths and limitations {#Sec20}
-------------------------

The following paragraphs will discuss the strengths and limitations of this study. The EEG samples from the PRODEM-Austria database were all conducted in a uniform setting and according to a clinically predefined paradigm including both resting state and a cognitive task. The sample consisting of 79 EEG datasets from probable AD patients is, compared to the data in scientific literature, among the largest; a comparable or higher number has been reported in Wan et al. ([@CR76]) (103 AD, 124 controls), Babiloni et al. ([@CR9]) (73 AD, 69 subjects with MCI, 64 controls) and Babiloni et al. ([@CR8]) (109 AD, 88 subjects with MCI, 69 controls).

In this study, MMSE scores were used to quantify AD severity. Other comparable studies---e.g., Adler et al. ([@CR1]) and Stam et al. ([@CR70])---have applied MMSE scores as well. However, MMSE and EEG do not necessarily measure the same cognitive processes. A variety of alternative neuropsychological assessments of cognitive impairment has been designed including the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale (CDR) Hughes et al. ([@CR36]), Disability Assessment for Dementia (DAD) Gélinas et al. ([@CR27]), Neuropsychiatric Inventory (NPI) Cummings et al. ([@CR15]), Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) Yesavage et al. ([@CR81]), and a neuropsychological test battery by the Consortium to Establish a Registry for AD (CERAD) Morris et al. ([@CR59]); Mirra et al. [@CR58]). Investigating the relationship between the presented EEG synchrony markers and alternative neuropsychological instruments could provide additional insights into the neuronal and cognitive changes associated with AD severity.

We employed the demographic variables sex, age, level of education, and AD duration as co-variables. Age and level of education displayed a significant influence and explained approximately 22 % of the MMSE score variations. From the directly comparable studies listed above, Adler et al. ([@CR1]) and Pijnenburg et al. ([@CR64]) included the subjects' age in the analysis. Park et al. ([@CR62]) accounted for age and level of education but detected no significant influences.

A crucial step in EEG analysis is the preprocessing procedure. Eliminating low-frequency artifacts by high-pass filtering is common practice in EEG analysis. The border frequency of 2 Hz was empirically determined. Algorithms for the detection and elimination of cardiac artifacts (cf. Waser and Garn ([@CR77])) were applied and verified by visual examination. There is a broad range of alternative algorithms for the removal of cardiac artifacts, both relying solely on the EEG (e.g., Jiang et al. [@CR42]; Jung et al. [@CR46]) and relying on a simultaneously recorded ECG channel (e.g., Nakamura and Shibasaki [@CR60]; Park et al. [@CR61]). For the removal of eye artifacts, the EOG channels were utilized. Other procedures (often in the absence of EOG channels) such as blind source separation have been applied in several studies, e.g., in Jung et al. [@CR46]. In the final preprocessing step, the EEG data were low-pass filtered. The border frequency of 15 Hz was determined by comparing the spectra of channels with and without muscular artifacts. The EEG recordings were equally divided into segments of 4 seconds with an overlap of 2 seconds. Adaptive segmentation procedures have been described as alternative approach in e.g., Bodenstein and Praetorius ([@CR10]) and Deistler et al. ([@CR20]). However, these procedures require structural breaks in the data, e.g., when the patient opens their eyes. Within the EEG phases, no severe structural breaks were observed and, thus, the uniform length segments applied. The stationarity of the 4-second segments was verified by an augmented Dickey--Fuller test Dickey and Fuller ([@CR21]).

Dividing the frequency domain in frequency bands is common practice in EEG analysis; however, frequency borders vary in literature and the transition frequencies between the four frequency bands may differ from the transition frequencies used here by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta $$\end{document}$-band is often defined as 0 or 0.5 Hz. The upper $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$-border is usually defined in a range of 20 to 30 Hz. We are aware that the low border of 15 Hz introduces neurophysiological limitations since the frequency range above 15 Hz is associated with a variety of cognitive functions including concentration and stimuli of the motor cortex. However, these limitations were accepted in order to make sure that no artifacts deteriorate the analyses. An alternative to fixed frequency bands would be an individualization by means of the position of spectral peaks such as the individual alpha frequency, as well as the transition frequencies between these peaks. As these peaks and the transition between them vary widely amongst different subjects, electrode channels, and cognitive phases, an individualization of frequency bands is a non-trivial task that would have complicated the analyses.

All but one synchrony marker were derived from the spectral density and are, in a certain sense, of linear nature. Due to the complexity of neuronal processes, recent studies have considered non-linear measures including mutual information Jeong et al. ([@CR41]), synchronization likelihood Stam et al. [@CR70]; Pijnenburg et al. [@CR64]; Babiloni et al. [@CR8], global field synchronization Park et al. ([@CR62]), and global synchronization index Li et al. [@CR53]; Lee et al. [@CR52]. We observed highly significant relations between cross-mutual information and AD severity as well. These results suggest that non-linear markers may be able to contribute valuable information to any synchrony analysis. Combining linear and non-linear synchrony markers could considerably improve the understanding of EEG synchrony changes in AD.

With the aim of gaining robustness, we estimated the synchrony markers between clusters of EEG channels instead of between single electrode sites. This approach seems reasonable since changes in the EEG reflect functional changes in the cortical areas beneath the electrodes Jeong ([@CR40]). By arranging the electrodes in clusters corresponding to the cerebral lobe structure, we tried to describe the patterns of these functional changes more accurately. For each cluster, we conducted PCA and investigated the maximum synchrony between the PCs of two clusters under consideration. Only the first two PCs of one cluster and the first two PCs of another cluster were hereby used, since they already accounted for over 90 % of the variability in the respective channel data. This insight suggested a two-dimensional static structure which was indicative for a high degree of homogeneity within a cluster. This method has already been demonstrated in Garn et al. ([@CR26]), Garn et al. ([@CR25]) and (Waser et al. , [@CR78]). However, PCs accounting for low portions of variability may still have a substantial functional significance and should be further investigated. The authors did not intend to attribute physical meaning to the individual PCs. Alternative approaches besides PCA include the computation of EEG markers between EEG channel pairs and averaging over all these pairs (c.f. Dauwels et al. [@CR19]). In this study, our PCA approach performed on average better in terms of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R^2$$\end{document}$ values than the averaging method, thus indicating slightly more robustness. This may be due to the 19-channel framework with its rough spatial resolution. High-density EEG recordings with a higher number of channels would allow for even more homogeneous clusters that correspond better to the cerebral lobe structure.

For diagnostic purposes, a steep monotonic synchrony trend with decreasing MMSE would be preferable. Our synchrony markers, however, displayed non-monotonic courses with decreasing MMSE scores. The employment of quadratic regression models for the description of synchrony changes allowed us to capture these non-monotonic trends that could be reflecting compensatory brain mechanisms (Park et al. [@CR62]; Dauwels et al. [@CR19]; Smith et al. [@CR68]). The reversed U-shaped trends bring diagnostic ambiguity with them. None of the individual EEG markers were capable of distinguishing patients above and below MMSE scores of 21, and a classification based on a combination of all markers did not yield satisfying results in terms of sensitivity and specificity. However, especially during the cognitive task, rather steep slopes both for high and low MMSE scores were observed. Thus, these synchrony markers could provide information for characterizing AD severity in subgroups of patients where the approximate stage of cognitive decline is known a priori. However, all these relations were obtained for the overall patient group; they were not strong enough to be suited as stand-alone criterion for individual diagnosis. A combination of the presented synchrony markers with markers for slowing or reduced EEG complexity with potentially more monotonic changes could help in refining this criterion.

Conclusion {#Sec21}
----------

In conclusion, this study indicates that several of the presented synchrony markers relate to AD severity as measured by MMSE scores. The accumulation of channels allowed a robust analysis of synchrony. The most prominent significant results were observed between anterior-temporal and posterior-temporal electrode sites during the resting phase, and between anterior-central, central-posterior, and central-temporal sites during the cognitively active phase. The different markers---although closely related to each other---captured different aspects of EEG synchrony. Estimating common factors and relating these factors with AD severity was demonstrated to be an alternative approach to using individual markers only. Using demographic co-variables led to an improvement of the analysis. Another key aspect was the use of quadratic regression instead of commonly used linear regression models. This approach allowed to capture ambiguous trends as well. Most markers displayed an initial increase of EEG synchrony (MMSE $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$>$$\end{document}$20) and a decrease in later stages. This effect was most prominent in the cognitive phase and may be owed to compensatory brain mechanisms. Although this phenomenon causes diagnostic ambiguity, its analysis may provide supplementary information for understanding the neuronal changes in AD. Especially during the cognitively active phase, the slope of the estimated synchrony course was steep both at high and low MMSE scores and could help in the diagnostics of patients where the approximate stage of cognitive decline is already known. However, we should also remark that all these relations were obtained for the overall patient group and that they were not strong enough to be suited as stand-alone criterion for individual diagnosis. Part of the variations in the scatter diagrams may be caused by fluctuations associated with MMSE measurements.

Future studies should both relate the presented EEG synchrony markers with alternative neuropsychological assessments of AD severity and combine them with other EEG markers that capture changes in signal complexity and frequency content as well. Longitudinal studies need to determine as to whether the EEG markers can help in describing AD progression. The combination of EEG markers with other potential structural and functional AD markers could then aid in the diagnostics of AD.

Appendix: Result tables {#Sec22}
=======================

See Appendix Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Coefficients of determination $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Here, the control group consisted of patients suffering from depression.

The applied FIR filter design method was based on ideal filter approximation using a window function, where the approximation error decreased with increasing filter order. We used zero-phase forward and reverse digital filtering, where the filter order is limited to a third of the sampling points by the length of edge transients. Since the minimum length of EEG segments was 1024 sampling points (i.e., 4 s), the maximum filter order was $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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